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Lupe Anguiano  

From: "Lupe Anguiano" <languiano@verizon.net> 
To: "Michael Comeaux" <MComeaux@VCStar.com> 
Sent: Tuesday, May 25, 2010 4:54 PM 
Subject: Fw: Letter to the editor 
Michael, I don't have a counter - hope this fits - feel free to edit it not. This is a very important message for voters. 
Lupe 

Susan Jordan for 35th District CA Assembly 

Public thanks to Susan Jordan for her wisdom and leadership demonstrated again. It took courage to disagree with 
former environmental groups, she has led and worked with. From experience, she knows the oil drilling agreement 
with PXP Company could not be enforced and is not in the best interest of Oxnard, Ventura and Santa Barbara. Susan 
also knows that such, back room dealings, without public input, credible safety measures, will jeopardize the health 
and well-being of the California Coastline. 

Voters from the C A 35th Assembly District - have already experienced Susan Jordan's leadership, her integrity and 
effective communication with people she works with, not allowing special interests to interfere with her decisions. I 
remember when BHP Billiton, the largest mining company in the world, invited Susan and other California Leaders to 
Australia to view the LNG Project they were planning to implement in Oxnard. After the sales pitch Susan had the 
courage to tell them - the project would not receive community approval. After a three review, Susan Jordan proved to 
be correct.. 

The people of Oxnard have worked long and hard to build a quality living community. We need Susan 
Jordan's leadership, integrity to represent us in Sacramento. In contrast, Das Williams also Candidate for the 35th 
Assembly, has not openly clarified how he can honestly say he supports PXP's Oil Drilling and - also call for a 
moratorium on oil drilling. Seems like double talk to me, which does not serve the best interest of consumers or 
businesses. 

Vote for Susan Jordan, C A 35th Assembly - a voice we can trust. 

Lupe Anguiano 
1031 Kumquat Place 
Oxnard, C A 93036 
Phone: 805.983.8517 
E-mail: languiano@verizon.net 
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